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Abstract
The intersubband relaxation time of an electron is calculated considering electron-electron
scattering and electron-phonon (bulk LO-phonon) scattering in GaAs quantum wells. The relaxation time is derived and numerically evaluated within the random-phase approximation including
full multi-subband and frequency dependent screening. The electron scattering due to the coupled
system of electrons and phonons is compared with the decoupled scattering where both electronelectron scattering and unscreened electron-phonon scattering are considered separately. It is shown
that the intersubband relaxation time is heavily influenced by the electron density in the well.
Introduction
The intersubband relaxation time of an electron in a quantum well has been the subject of
recent investigations both experimentally [1] and theoretically [2]. The goal of much of this research
has been to determine the two-dimensional nature of the LO-phonons and how it influences the
relaxation time. There have been few studies that have focused on how the electron density in the
quantum well affects scattering between subbands [3][4]. High electron densities have been linked
to rapid thermalization of the electron distribution in quantum wells, indicating a general increase
in scattering with electron density [5]. The main goal of our research is to determine the electron
density dependence of the intersubband relaxation time.
The intersubband relaxation time is calculated for an electron interacting with a given thermal
distribution of electrons and/or the lattice in a single GaAs quantum well. One of the best methods
for determining the intersubband relaxation time involves the evaluation of the imaginary part
of the electron self-energy in the random phase approximation (RPA) [6]. This method allows
the inclusion of the relevant scattering mechanisms - electron-electron and electron-phonon (LOphonons) - in a prescribed and consistent way which is complicated by the fact that they mutually
interact and affect each other [6] [7] [8]. This is in contrast to considering electron-electron scattering
and unscreened electron-phonon scattering separately (and then summing the two contributions).
Due to the complicated form of the equations that describe the electronic screening in the RPA
for a multi-subband quantum well [9][1Q], various approximations such as static screening, the long
wavelength limit, the electric quantum limit, or the plasmon-pole approximation are commonplace.
These approximations overly simplify or neglect either the single pair or the plasmon excitations
which are expected to be important for inelastic scattering. We numerically solve the screening
equations in the RPA without making any of the above approximations. Also, the overlap of the
wavefunctions is included in a form factor that is evaluated algebraically.
A number of simplifying assumptions are made concerning the quantum well structure which
is a single GaAs layer between two Al x Gai_ x As regions. The wavefunctions and energies of the
electrons are calculated in the effective-mass approximation. Infinite barriers are assumed and
band-bending is ignored. The low-frequency dielectric function of the undoped GaAs layer is
approximated by that of the bulk lattice (a single oscillator model in which the longitudinal and
transverse optical frequencies are considered dispersionless [11]).
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We evaluate the intersubband relaxation rate from the imaginary part of the electron selfenergy in the random phase approximation (RPA) [12]. The off-diagonal elements of the imaginary
part of the self-energy are small and therefore neglected [13]. The corresponding intersubband
relaxation rate at zero temperature is given by
2w 2
J d2q^lm
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where V ^ w ( q , w ) is the matrix element of the effective interaction potential, JIOJ = E^ — J3jk-q
and Q(x) is the unit step function. The matrix element V ^ w ( q , w ) is determined numerically from
the linear system of equations involving the frequency and wave-vector dependent RPA dielectric
function and the matrix element of the bare coulomb potential. The RPA dielectric function
accounts for the screening of the conduction band electrons. This includes intrasubband and
intersubband excitations of both plasmon and single pair varieties [14]. In addition to the dielectric
properties of the electrons, the dielectric properties of the lattice can also be included within the
framework of the RPA [6] [7] [8].
Results
As an example we evaluate the intersubband relaxation rate for transitions from subband 3 to
subband 2 for a quantum well width of 220 A. The subband energies are then E\ = 0.0116 eV,
Ei — 0.0464 eV, and E3 = 0.1044 eV (the renormalization of the subband energy through the
interaction is neglected).
The intersubband relaxation rate is plotted versus electron density in Fig. la for three different
initial electron energies. It is shown that at low densities the relaxation rate increases with electron
density. At higher densities the relaxation rate reaches a maximum and then eventually decreases.
Note sharp decreases in the rates at certain densities. The rates associated with larger energies have
peaks at higher densities. In Fig. lb the rates are plotted versus the initial electron energy for four
different densities (the zero density rate is equivalent to unscreened electron-phonon scattering).
At high enough densities the rates can be much larger than at low densities (except at very low
energy).
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PIG. 1. Electron intersubband relaxation rate due to its interaction with the coupled electron-phonon
system for transitions from subband 3 to subband 2 versus electron density (a) and versus electron energy
(b). The temperature is zero and the well width is 220 A.

The above features can be explained by examining the excitations of the coupled electronphonon system. The coupled plasmon/phonon dispersion and the pair excitation regions are determined from the poles and non-zero regions of ImfV^f^q,**;)], respectively. The region of integration is determined from energy conservation. Figures. 2a and 2b identify the first sharp rise for
the n = 4.2 x 1012 c m - 2 rate of Fig. lb as the onset of plasmon emission associated with the 2 <-»• 1
excitation. Figures 2c and 2d identify the second and stronger rise in the n = 4.2 x 1012 c m - 2 rate
of Fig. l b as the onset of plasmon emission associated with the 3 «-* 2 excitation. Figures 2e and 2f
identifies the sharp rise in the n = 2.0 x 1012 c m - 2 rate of Fig. lb as the onset of plasmon emission
associated with the 3 <-*• 2 excitation. Note that the 3 «-• 2 intersubband plasmon energy increases
with electron density. Because the quantum well is symmetric the other excitations (1 «-• 1 and
3 *-+ 1) do not contribute to the scattering and therefore are absent.
The reduction in the intersubband relaxation rate at high electron densities is investigated in
more detail in Fig. 3a. The low energy rate is plotted versus electron density with and without the
occupancy of the final states being taken into account. It is shown that the reduction in the rate at
high densities is not entirely due to the decrease in the occupancy of final states. Since the 3 *->• 2
intersubband plasmon energy increases with increasing electron density, plasmon emission becomes
energetically impossible and the sudden decrease in the rate therefore results. In Fig. 3b the low
energy rate is plotted versus electron density and directly compared with the sum of the rate
due to electron-electron scattering and unscreened electron-phonon scattering. At low densities
the coupled and uncoupled rates agree very well. At higher electron densities the rates due to
scattering from the uncoupled electron-phonon system are consistently higher than the coupled
electron-phonon system.
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FIG. 2. Plasmon dispersion, single pair excitation regions, and the regions of integration (a), (b), (c),
and (d) for electron density n = 4.2 x 1012 cm - 2 , and (e) and (f) for the electron density n = 2.0 x 1012 cm - 2 .
The electron energies in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) are £ 8 k = 0.125 eV, E3k = 0.155 eV, E3k = 0.180 eV,
Est — 0.210 eV, 2?3k = 0.125 eV, and E$k = 0.145 eV, respectively. The wavevector is normalized to the
Fermi wavevector of subband one ((a), (b), (c), and (d), kf = 0.4039 x 107 and (e) and (f) kf = 0.3029 x 107).
Circles represent the 3 —» 2 and 2 —* 1 intersubband plasmon dispersion. The dotted and dashed-dotted lines
represent the low wavevector boundaries of the 3 —• 2 and 2 —• 1 single pair excitation region, respectively.
The solid lines represent the low wavevector boundaries of the regions of integration.
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FIG. 3. Electron intersubband relaxation rate due to electron-electron scattering for transitions from
subband 3 to subband 2 versus electron density at energy Es* = l.SiJa, with and without the final states
restricted by Fermi-Dirac statistics (a) and for the coupled and uncoupled electron-phonon system (b). The
temperature is zero and the well width is 220 A.
Conclusion
The intersubband relaxation rate due to an electron scattering from the coupled electronphonon system depends significantly on electron density. At high electron densities and energies
the rate is much greater than at low electron densities, where the rate depends on energy only
weakly. The reduction of the intersubband relaxation rate at high densities is in part due to the
restricted availability of final states and in part due to the increase of the 3 *-+ 2 intersubband
plasmon energy with density. Plasmon emission plays a dominant role in the dependence of the
intersubband relaxation rate on electron density and energy. At low densities the coupled and
uncoupled rates agree very well, indicating that it is a good approximation to treat electronelectron scattering and electron-phonon scattering as independent scattering mechanisms. At high
densities the coupled rates are consistently lower than the uncoupled rates especially at low energy,
indicating the screening increases with electron density.
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